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1. Introduction 

The Embedded Board Configurator for Hydraulic Valves (from now on EBC) is a graphical software tool that 

allows the user to communicate to and parameterize the On Board Electronics (OBE) of proportional valves. 

Through the software, various values can be monitored in real time and internal parameters can be viewed and 

modified. In addition, the software allows the parameters to be saved and imported as needed for fast 

replacement and for reduce the Start-up time system.  

 

2. Download/Installation and start-up of the software 
The software is available for download at Website. 

 

To install the software, double click the setup.exe file and follow the instructions. This will create a shortcut 

on the desktop that is used to launch the software. 

 

To launch the software double click the shortcut on the desktop. 

 
The below figure depicts the main page. 
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3. System requirements & Settings 
The configurator can be installed on every machine equipped with Microsoft OS, Windows 7 and later 

versions. 

Normally on recent Windows Version the USB driver is already installed; In any case the Driver is available 

inside EBC_Valve_Cfg  directory ... \EBC_Valve_Cfg\CDM 2.08.30 WHQL Certified.zip. 

 

4. Control Box 

In order to connect to the valve the following equipment is needed: 

 A laptop or PC with Embedded Board Configurator for Hydraulic Valves installed 

 Control box Series 20 or 30 with related Cabling for USB connection 

The control box is used as an interface between the PC and the electronic card aboard the valve. It is inserted 

between the CNC/PLC and the valve. 

Normal power source and Valve cabling is necessary obtain that a system work properly 

The EBC Configuration software can work with both LIN-PC USB series 20 or 30. 

When you connect a LIN-PC USB Series 30 the Pin F is disconnect by PLC side; a monitor function on 

Pin F is not available for plc or dcs. 

LINPC-USB 20  

A description of the control box series 20 is provided below: 

 

As mentioned above, the control box is used in between the PLC/CNC and the valve to control the parameters 

within. The figure below depicts the required setup. 
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LINPC-USB 30  

A description of the control box series 30 is provided below: 

 

BLOCK DIAGRAM LEDS 
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5. Description of the software 

5.1 Overview 

The software can be divided into 7 sections, each of which has a specific task described below. The seven 

sections are the following: 

 

5.2 General Tools 

5.2.1. Open 

This button is used to load a parameter file from the computer. This is done either to view parameters 

in Offline Mode or to load saved parameters to a connected valve.  

5.2.2. Save  

This button is used to save the currently loaded parameters to the computer. As mentioned before, these 

parameters can then be viewed offline and/or be loaded onto another valve. 

5.2.3. Save ECB configuration 

 This button is used to save the currently EBC configuration to the computer. Example Comm selected, 

or monitor configuration 

5.2.4. Print  

Should a hard copy of the parameters be needed, the “Print” button will do so. Please make sure that a 

printer is connected to the computer in order to accomplish this action. 

It is also possible to create a PDF document of the parameters instead. This is done by choosing to create 

a PDF instead of selecting a printer in the relevant drop-down menu. 

5.2.5. Help  

<Help -  Under development> 

Data Controls 

Status Bar 

Monitors 

Traces 

Valve  

Commands 

Errors & Statuses 
General tools 

Connection 

Parameter 

List 
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5.2.6. Account  

This button is used to sign into the user account. 

5.3 Connection 

5.3.1 General 

In order to connect to the valve the COM port must be chosen. This will tell the software where to find the 

valve. Opening the drop-down menu called “Serial Port USB Gateway” will show the available COM ports. 

Select the correct COM port and then click the “Connect” button. The software should connect to the valve 

and display the loaded parameters. 

 

If there is a problem in choosing the correct COM port, see section Troubleshooting 8. 

5.3.2 AutoConn 

It is possible set a AutoConn mode  for easy valve discovery. On No Connect state if set 

autoconnect mode, the software starts to test every second if valve is connecting, the you power on the valve, 

the software detect immediately the valve and show Firmware revision (  ) 

After a valve is discovered, can be easy connect with connect command (see below)  

5.3.3 Offline Mode 

It is possible to load saved parameter files without having to be connected to a valve.  To do this select the 

“Offline Mode” box above the menu for COM ports. Then in the General Tools section 

choose “Open” and select the file. Opening the file will display the saved parameters 

in the Parameters List section. 

 

5.3.4 Status 

The Status Bar at the bottom of the screen displays the status of the connection with the valve. 

 

At first, when the software is given the command to connect to a valve, the Status bar will show the progress 

of the connection. If it is successful, the Status Bar will fill completely in green and the status “Connected” 

will appear. 

 

If however the connection fails, the bar will fill in red with the description “No connect”. 
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5.4 Data control 

5.4.1 Save 

The button “Save Data on Valve” will take the parameters currently visible in the 

Parameter List section and save them on the valve. This will overwrite the previous 

user parameters of the valve.  

5.4.2 Default 

The button “Reload Factory Setup” will load the default parameters into the Parameter 

List section. These values, if needed, can be saved to the valve as explained in 

previous 5.5.1.  

5.5 Valve Commands 

On this area we can found Valve Commands 

 

Valve Disable : disable Valve 

Valve Enable  : enable Valve 

Normal Ref : clear forze signal. A setting point is from analog command Pin 

Force Ref : set reference at %  Set value, the command unconnected the analog signal.  

   Yelllow state  => Analog input unconnect and xx% Set value is use as command 

Signal Select   : is a selection of signal to force ( Reference, Monitor, Output ) 

% Set or  can be use to set level of signal 

5.6 Traces 

The Traces section is similar to an oscilloscope as it allows the real-time display of up to four variables. 

 The relevant variables can be chosen from any of the four dropdown menus. Above these menus is a legend 

of the traces. 

 In order to start visualising the traces, press the “Start” button on the right side. Similarly, in order to stop 

visualising the traces, press the “Stop” button underneath the “Start” button. 

 The vertical axis can be scaled manually or automatically. For automatic scaling make sure that the box in 

the bottom left of the Traces section is ticked. For manual control, de-select the “Autoscale” box and enter 

the “Max” and “Min” values of the axis. 

 In order to modify the horizontal axis, as well as the time sample value, modify the “Time sample (ms)” 

box found above the “Start” button. 

 Lastly, if the data need to be analysed in further detail, pressing the “Zoom” button in the top-right will 

open a new pop-up window that will display the traces in greater detail.  
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5.7  Monitors 

The Monitor Status section is similar to the Traces section, but instead of representing the information 

graphically, it shows the actual value of that variable. A maximum of 5 variables can be shown by selecting 

them from the drop-down menus. 

 

Note: The monitors values change over time can be a good way to check whether or not the software is correctly 

connected to the card. 

5.8 Error & Warning Statuses 

At the top of the window there are four notifications that provide details on the status of the valve.  

These are: Error Messages, Warning Messages, Digital Output Statuses and Digital Input Statuses. 
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The numbers to the right of each notification provide a summary of each one. 

Hovering the mouse over the numbers will provide a more detailed 

description, similar to the one shown to the right: 

Should the valve not working as expected, these error messages will help to 

identify any possible errors cause. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Method of connection 

In order to connect to the valve: 

a) Connect the 24V power supply to the control box where A is +24V and B is 0V/GND.  

Please keep the power OFF. 

b) If Valve have disable function Pin  the valve will be disable , if not the communication can not 

start. 

c) Connect the USB cable  to the control box and the laptop. 

Take carefully to connect usb micro connector to Startup Box, to avoid connector damage. 

On Startup Box 30 a USB pwr led will be on, if windows driver is correct configured. 

The Usb Driver Configuration Process will take a little time , depending on windows process. 

Follow a windows message and wait end usb driver activation. 

c)  Assure that the control box series 20 is set in the following manner (via the on-board switches) 

a. Control:            Off 

b. Pol:             Pol+ 

c. Lin-Bus/Monitor: Lin-Bus 

d. Enable (C):           Not Considered 

The Control box series 30 have no setting to preset 

d) Choose the correct COM port [par 5.3.1] 

e) Active Autoconnection Flags  

f) Power ON a Valve. 

g) Wait a message changing      .. to ..      

h) When Press the “Connect” button [par. 5.3.1] 

A temporal window of 20 secs is established during which the configurator is checking if a valve 

is available in the network for communicating to. 

i) The status bar shows the firmware revision installed and start reading the parameters 

j) At the end, the bar should fill completely in green, showing that the card is connected. 

 

If the temporal window expires without connecting to the valve, the status bar will be red and showing “no 

connect”. 

If the valve does not connect to the EBC at the start-up, will automatically start outputting a monitor signal 

through the pin F. In order to measure it, the switch Lin-Bus/Monitor [3] of the control box must be set in 

“Monitor”. 

If the connection fails, see Section Troubleshooting 8. 
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7 Parameters 

Once the software has connected to the card a list of parameters will be visible in the Parameters List section, 

all of which can be modified.  

Here refer to the PRODUCT document  

 

7.2 Modifying Parameters 

To modify a parameter, click anywhere on 

the row of the selected parameter. Then enter 

the new value in the box below the Parameter 

List. 

7.3 Saving Parameters 

Once the appropriate modifications have been made, the data will need to be saved. 

The method is the one discussed in 5.4.1 by clicking the “Save Data on valve” button.   
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8 Troubleshooting 

8.1 Unable to connect to the card 

First check whether the control box is being powered.  

 If the control box is not powered, the “Pwr” LED on the box is off. Then the input from the 

system/CNC/PLC is not powering the control box. 

 If the control box is powered, please make sure that switch [3] on LIN-PC USB series 20  is set in “Lin-

Bus”. 

 The Valve can switch in Comunication Mode just of 2 sec after power on. If EBC configurator is not 

in Autoconn mode, or the connection command in not running the valve do not enter in communication 

State. Active EBC configuration software  and  switch  Off/On a valve again 

 

8.2  Zero/Multiple COM ports are visible 

 If no COM ports are visible, then check whether everything is connected properly, especially the 

USB/RS232 converter and the connection to the control box. 

 If no COM ports are visible, then make sure that the USB/RS232 driver has been successfully installed by 

the OS. In the event, contact your IT department. 

 If multiple COM ports are visible, identify the right port. A fast identification can be done by disconnecting 

the control box USB and see which COM port has disappeared. Reconnect the USB and the COM port 

that appears will be the correct one. 


